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ABSTRACT 
Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) is one of most common mechanisms behind turbine blade

failures. The reason is high stress concentration in notch areas, like fir-tree root groves,
which can cause cyclic stress beyond the safe threshold. The stress levels strictly depend
on the manufacturing accuracy of the fir-tree lock (for both fitted together: blade root and
disk groove). The probabilistic study aimed at determination of stress was performed using
Finite Element Method (FEM) simulation on a population of 1000 turbine models (disk
+ blades +friction dampers), where fir-tree lock dimensions were sampled according to
the normal distribution, within limits specified in the documentation. The studies were
performed for different manufacturing quality levels: 3-Sigma, 6-Sigma and 3-Sigma with
tolerance ranges reduced twice. Based on the results, the probabilistic distributions,
probabilities and expected ranges of values could be determined for: material plastification,
stress, strain, LCF lifetime, etc. The study has shown how each tooth of the root is loaded
and how wide a stress range should be expected in each groove. That gives information
on how the definition of tolerances should be modified to make the construction more
optimal, more robust, with lower likelihood of damage, taking into account the cost-quality
balance. It also shows how the Six Sigma philosophy can improve the safety of 
the construction, its repeatability and predictability. Additionally, the presented numerical
study is a few orders of magnitude more cost- and time-effective than experiment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When Frank Whittle was building the first jet engine in 1941, he faced with 
the problem of blade fatigue failures. He believed that the frequency of turbine blade
failures was last technological barrier to overcome [10]. Even till today, one of the most
important issues in turbine design is elimination of stress concentrations, especially in
blade-disk locks.

Fig. 1 shows a turbine disc with fatigue cracks due to turbine blades vibrations. 
That is the effect of: stress concentrations in the grooves, uneven teeth loading caused
by manufacturing tolerances (Fig. 1b) and cyclic load [4, 6].

Fig. 1. Fatigue cracks in the fir-tree attachment of the disk [11] (a) 
and elasto-optic stress distribution [4] (b).

The common practice employed to reduce stress concentrations in turbine design is
shape optimization [12]. An additional issue is the repeatability of manufacturing of
parts – tolerances. The experience shows that sometimes designers observe a fatigue
failure of one blade-groove pair in a set. This is due to differences in shape, material
properties, boundary conditions etc. Usually, the range of extreme possible stress is
assessed taking into consideration extreme tolerances and ranges of other parameters.
Another method is the probabilistic approach involving determination of probabilistic
distributions functions (PDF) of stress, considering distributions of all important
variables. Based on that, it is possible to determine the risk of plastification, useful for
estimation of engine life and probability of failure [1, 3].

Conventionally, the Finite Element Method (FEM) is used during design process
for static and dynamic analyses of turbine components [2, 5]. Parametric models allow
for simulations of thousands of variants in a very short time.

2. TOLERANCES OF MANUFACTURING

A very important issue encountered during the turbine blade design is low-sensitive
solutions to design variables. Possible deviations should have the lowest possible
influence on critical parameters, especially on stress concentration factors. However,
the accuracy of manufacturing is limited by technological barriers and manufacturing
costs. An example geometry of a turbine blade fir-tree root is shown in Fig. 2.



Fig. 2. Dimensions of blade fir-tree root.

Stress distribution in the nominal fir-tree lock is assessed using FEM during design
process. The next step is determination of extreme possible stress values considering
the worst tolerance combination sets (usually combinations of minimum and maximum
values). Unfortunately, that method does not consider two important issues:
‒ Cases of extreme dimensions are not always able to determine possible extreme stress

values for locks within manufacturing tolerances – it could be also combinations of
minimum and maximum values of selected dimensions. It is possible to analyze
influences of all variables separately and in the next step to create the sensitivity
matrix. For real cases, the linear combination of influences of selected parameters
can be used.

‒ Real dimensions of parts are usually characterized by probabilistic distributions
(constrained by tolerances). The average value is the one most likely to be achieved
while the standard deviation depends on the repeatability of the manufacturing
technology (the second parameter can be estimated for example using percentage of
scraped parts – e.g. 3-Sigma or 6-Sigma process).
Taking into account distributions of variables, it is possible to create a numerical

experiment (e.g. Monte-Carlo simulations) for a numerous set of blades differing in:
dimensions, material properties, boundary conditions etc. All variables will be sampled
according to probabilistic distributions [9]. Following simulations, the analysis of results
will be done (for frequencies, stresses, displacements etc.) and probabilistic distributions
of output parameters will be determined. The next step is the risk assessment, for
example of resonance or plasticization.



3. DESCRIPTION OF THE ANALYSIS

The analysis required preparing 3D FE turbine models. The dimensions of the fir-
tree lock (164 items in total) were parameterized and probabilistic distributions were
determined for:
a. origin tolerance range and 3-Sigma manufacturing process,
b. origin tolerance range and 6-Sigma manufacturing process,
c. narrow tolerance range (50% of reduction) and 3-Sigma manufacturing process.

Sets of 1000 turbine models were created for each of three cases, where dimensions
of fir-tree were sampled according to probabilistic distributions. Temperature dependent
elastic material models were used (Fig. 3.). 

Fig. 3. Temperature-dependent material properties of turbine components.

Boundary conditions were applied in accordance with the conditions of full load:
centrifugal, thermal (Fig. 4.) and gas loads. To reduce simulation time, the cyclic
symmetry reduction was used.

Fig. 5 shows stress distribution of turbine components for nominal geometries and
full-load condition. The next step was the determination of probabilistic distribution
stress values in the grooves of the fir-tree lock.



Fig. 4. Steady-state temperature distribution in turbine.

Fig. 5. Stress distribution of turbine components 
for full-load conditions.



4. RESULTS OF THE NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

The results of Monte-Carlo simulations are presented below. The naming convention
used for selected grooves is shown in Fig. 6. For each simulation, maximum peak stress
values were extracted from each groove of the fir-tree lock.

Fig. 6. Naming convention used for grooves of: blade (a) and disk (b).

The histograms and probabilistic distributions of peak stress values were prepared
(Fig. 7.). Most grooves showed plastification resulting in lower LCF lifetime. 
The computations performed revealed that the loading of the grooves was not balanced
(Grooves 1 and 2 were overloaded, while Groove 3 was underloaded). Also, the suction
side teeth showed overloading compared to those on the pressure side. A better
balancing of the aerofoil and optimization of the root tolerance ranges would make
peak stresses of all grooves more uniform. Implementing the 6-Sigma manufacturing
quality instead of the 3-Sigma one gave the effect comparable to the reduction of
tolerance ranges by 50%. Additionally, the repeatability and predictability of stress
values were improved. Since linear-elastic material models were used for Monte-Carlo
simulations, the observed stress reached values highly above the yield limits of 
the component materials. In future work, elasto-plastic material models will be used
and probabilistic distributions of LCF lifetime will be calculated.



Fig. 7. Probabilistic distributions of groove peak stresses 
for considered manufacturing qualities: 3σ, 6σ and 3σ with narrow tolerances 

(pink color shows plasticity zones).

Statistical and probabilistic results of groove stress are presented in Tab. 1. and 
Tab. 2. Mean values and standard deviations were calculated for each groove and
compared against each other. The fir-tree roots with narrow tolerance ranges and for 
6-Sigma are characterized by about two times lower dispersions of stress (standard
deviations) than locks manufactured with 3-Sigma quality. Probabilities of plastifications
were calculated form Cumulative Distributions Functions (CDF) based on the yield
stress limits of the materials (703 [MPa] for the blade material and 679 [MPa] for 
the disk material, respectively). The likelihood of plastification of Grooves 1 and 2 is
highly above 90% for both the blade and the disk. Whereas the plastification risk of
Groove 3 is negligible for the blades, it is significant for disk Groove 3 (12.8% on 
the pressure side and 90.6% on the suction side). 



Tab. 1. Stress results for blade grooves.

Tab. 2. Stress results for disk grooves.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Dimensional tolerances significantly effect fir-tree locks of turbines while 
the probabilistic method provides much more information than the analysis of models
with nominal or extreme dimensions. Bands of possible stress values are strictly
dependent on the tolerance chain and tolerance ranges. Monte-Carlo simulations give
a better view of construction and allow for more accurate prediction of potential
problems even at an early stage of design, where the modification cost is much lower
in comparison with later stages of the product life cycle.

The simulations show local plastifications in the grooves of the fir-tree locks which
results in a reduction in fatigue life but is still acceptable by the Joint Aviaton
Requirements [7]. Optimization of tolerance chains and better balancing of the blade
airfoil would unify teeth loading and this way will reducing the maximum stress value
and increasing the fatigue life of the whole turbine.



A few improvement methods of fir-tree lock stress in a turbine have been presented:
to narrow or shift tolerance ranges and reduction of scrapped parts (6-Sigma ideology).
The latter one has an additional advantage of decreasing the number of blades rejected
during further quality checks and measurements.

The next step would be considering probablilistic distributions of other parameters
as well, such as: tolerances for other dimensions, temperature, pressure, material
properties, etc. – standard deviations and expected ranges of peak stress values will
increase. Avoiding of plastification in turbine blade locks is difficult from practical point
of view. Therefore, it is necessary to apply additional solutions to reduce stress
concentrations at the design phase of parts – for example shape optimization.

It is advised that researchers use parametric FE models coupled with 3-D scanning
of real parts – analyses may be done for each of separately manufactured blade root –
disk groove pair to assess frequencies, stresses, low cycle fatigue life etc. The information
allows for: a more accurate risk assessment of failure, an optimal order of blades in 
the disc (e.g. creating pairs with similar dimensions will lead to increasing and unifying
fatigue lifetime of fir-tree locks in the whole turbine). This method does not require
increasing of manufacturing accuracy or using more advanced technologies.
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